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GENERAL STUDIES-II
01

NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGIES CONFERENCE 2022

Context


Recently, the union home minister inaugurated the National
Security Strategies Conference 2022.

About







This was held in pursuance of the Prime Minister’s vision to
ensure a safe and secure nation by strengthening all aspects
of national security mechanism.
The Conference is being attended by 600 officers from across
the country, physically and virtually.
The NSS Conference brings a unique mix of top leadership
addressing national security challenges alongside cutting edge Police officers/Security practitioners and experts
from specialised fields.
Union Home Minister emphasized upon the importance of human intelligence towards countering terrorism.

Focus area




The National Security Strategies Conference 2022 focus upon various subjects of national security, including:
o Counter-terrorism
o Radicalisation
o Issues pertaining to crypto currencies
o Counter rogue drone technology
o Challenges posed by Maoist outfits
The Conference also emphasized upon the importance of human intelligence towards countering terrorism,
underscoring the crucial role of District Level Police officers in identifying emerging terror hotspots.

02

7TH GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING OF THE NITI AAYOG

Context


The Prime Minister has recently chaired the 7th Governing Council meeting of NITI Aayog.

About






The 7th governing council meeting of the
NITI Aayog is the first in-person meeting of
the Governing Council since July 2019.
The conference was chaired by the Prime
Minister and attended by the Chief Secretaries
of all States and UTs, along with senior
officials
of
the
Central
and
State
Governments.
PM has categorically lauded States for
cooperative federalism in fighting COVID-19.

Agenda of the meeting


The agenda of the meeting includes:
o Crop diversification and achieving self-sufficiency in oilseeds and pulses and agri-communities
o Implementation of the National Education Policy-school education
o Implementation of the National Education Policy-higher education
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o

Urban governance

Focus on 3Ts


The Prime Minister in his closing remarks said that each State should focus on promoting Trade, Tourism and
Technology via every Indian Mission around the world.

Sustainable and inclusive India




In the drive toward building a steady, sustainable and inclusive India, the seventh governing council meeting of
the government think tank NITI Aayog is expected to pave the way for synergies towards a new era of
collaboration and cooperation between Centre and states and union territories.
The meeting also laid emphasis on the importance of the Presidency for India for the federal system and the role
that states can play in highlighting their progress at the G-20 Platform.

About the Governing Council


The governing council comprises:
o Prime Minister of India
o Chief Ministers of all the states and union territories with the legislature
o Lt Governors of other UTs
o Ex-Officio Members;
o Vice Chairman, NITI Aayog
o Full-Time Members, NITI Aayog
o Union Ministers as Special Invitees

03

NATIONAL ACTION FOR MECHANISED SANITATION ECOSYSTEM (NAMASTE)

Context


The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment (MoSJ&E) is preparing to undertake a nationwide survey to
enumerate all people engaged in hazardous cleaning of sewers and septic tanks.

About



Namaste is a Central Sector Scheme of the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment (MoSJE) as a joint
initiative of the MoSJE and the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA).
NAMASTE envisages safety and dignity of sanitation workers in urban India by creating an enabling ecosystem
that recognizes sanitation workers as one of the key contributors in operations and maintenance of sanitation
infrastructure thereby providing sustainable livelihood and enhancing their occupational safety through
capacity building and improved access to safety gear and machines.

NAMASTE aims to achieve the following outcomes:








Zero fatalities in sanitation work in India
All sanitation work is performed by skilled workers
No sanitation workers come in direct contact with human faecal matter
Sanitation workers are collectivised into SHGs and are empowered to run sanitation enterprises
All Sewer and Septic tank sanitation workers (SSWs) have access to alternative livelihoods
Strengthened supervisory and monitoring systems at national, state and ULB levels to ensure enforcement and
monitoring of safe sanitation work
Increased awareness amongst sanitation services seekers (individuals and institutions) to seek services from
registered and skilled sanitation workers

Enumeration



NAMASTE envisages identifying the Sewer/Septic Tank Workers (SSWs) with a focus on informal workforce
who are engaged in hazardous cleaning operations.
The database will enable MoSJE, NSKFDC and MoHUA to reach to the SSWs and their families and provide them
necessary support for collectivization, skill building and linking with social and financial benefits.
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The Survey would be conducted by the City NAMASTE Managers and validated by the concerned ULB.
The survey would be held in digital mode in a pre-approved format.

04

INDIA, IRAN SIGN PACT TO AID MOVEMENT OF SEAFARERS

Context




Recently, India and Iran signed a
memorandum of understanding (MoU)
to mutually recognise certificates of
competency in unlimited voyages of
seafarers from both the nations as per
the provisions of the International
Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers, 1978.
The signing of the MoU is aimed at
smoothening
the
movement
of
seafarers from both the countries.

Seafarer agreement




The seafarer agreement, along with the
handover of six mobile harbour cranes
to the port authority, is the first
tangible development after years of
dormancy owing to the unfulfilled potential of the port and Covid-related restrictions.
The development of Chabahar port would lead to an increase in trade and shipment volume. It is an instrument
for regional growth in trade shipment.

Significance of Chabahar Port





The talks over the development of Chabahar Port have gained momentum in recent times.
Chabahar Port is slated to be India’s gateway for trade with central Asian and European nations, along with
increased engagement with Russia, once its potential is leveraged by linking it to INSTC.
It was developed with Indian assistance and is currently operated by state-owned India Ports Global.
India highlight‟s role of Chabahar port as a trade multiplier.

05

GRAMEEN UDYAMI PROJECT LAUNCHED

Context




The Union Minister of Tribal Affairs recently launched the Grameen Udyami Project in Ranchi (Jharkhand) to
promote skill development and entrepreneurship amongst the tribal youth, giving a boost to the Skill India
Mission.
Grameen Udyami Yojana is implemented under Sansadiya Parisankul Yojana.

About



Grameen Udyami is a unique multi-skilling project, funded by NSDC that aims to train 450 tribal students in
Madhya Pradesh and Jharkhand.
The project is being implemented in six states - Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh,
Jharkhand, and Gujarat.

Aim


Grameen Udyami Project aims to augment skill training in tribal communities for their inclusive and sustainable
growth.
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Under the initiative, the endeavour is to multiskilled India‟s youth and impart functional skills to them for
enabling livelihoods.
The Project focus is on strengthening sustainable livelihood for tribal populations.

Training under the project


The training under the project will be conducted in the following Job roles which are relevant to the local
economy:
o Electrician & Solar PV Installation Technician
o Plumbing & Masonry
o 2-Wheeler Repair & Maintenance
o IT/ITES with e-Governance
o Farm Mechanisation

Objectives





Increase in Rural/Local Economy
Enhance employment opportunities
Reduce forced migration due to lack of local opportunities
Conservation of natural resources

06

SMILE-75 INITIATIVE

Context



Recently, the Union Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment launched SMILE-75 initiative to address the
persisting problem of destitution and beggary.
It was launched as part of the comprehensive scheme- SMILE (Support for Marginalised Individuals for
Livelihood and Enterprise).

About




The Government of India has formulated a comprehensive scheme of SMILE (Support for Marginalised
Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise) to address the persisting problem of destitution and beggary.
Under the “SMILE-75 Initiative”, 75 identified Municipal Corporations, in the spirit of Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav, will undertake comprehensive rehabilitation of persons engaged in the act of begging.
The Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment has allocated a total budget of Rs.100 crore for the SMILE scheme
for coming years till 2025-26

Aim


Through the SMILE-75 project, the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment envisions to develop a support
mechanism for holistic rehabilitation of those engaged in the act of begging and build an India where no person is
forced to beg in order to survive and fulfil their basic needs.

Objective




The objective of SMILE- 75 is to make cities/town and municipal areas begging-free and make a strategy for
comprehensive rehabilitation of the persons engaged in the act of begging through the coordinated action of
various stakeholders.
The Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment understands the important role of Local Urban Bodies, Civil
Society Organisations/Non-Government Organisations to address this persisting social issue with concerted
efforts.

Two sub-schemes of SMILE scheme



Comprehensive Rehabilitation of persons engaged in the act of Begging: It will focus on survey and identification,
mobilisation, rescue/ shelter home and comprehensive resettlement.
Central Sector Scheme for Comprehensive Rehabilitation for Welfare of Transgender Persons
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Status of Beggars in India




According to the Census 2011, India has 4,13,670 beggars (including 2,21,673 males and 1,91,997 females) and
West Bengal tops the list followed by Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.
Delhi had the largest number of beggars 2,187 followed by 121 in Chandigarh among the Union Territories.
Assam tops the list with 22,116 beggars among the north-eastern states in India.

GENERAL STUDIES - III
01

INDIAN ANTARCTIC BILL, 2022

Context





The Indian Antarctic Bill, 2022 was recently
passed by Lok Sabha.
It seeks to give effect to the Antarctic Treaty,
the Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources, and the
Protocol on Environmental Protection to the
Antarctic Treaty.
It also seeks to protect the Antarctic
environment and regulate activities in the
region.

Features of the Bill
Applicability

The provisions of the Bill will apply to any
person, vessel or aircraft that is a part of an
Indian expedition to Antarctica under a
permit issued under the Bill.

Areas comprising Antarctica include:
o Continent of Antarctica, including its ice-shelves, and all areas of the continental shelf adjacent to it, and
Islands (including their ice-shelves), seas, and air space south of 60°S latitude

Central committee






The central government will establish a Committee on Antarctic Governance and Environmental Protection.
The Committee will be chaired by the Secretary of the Ministry of Earth Sciences.
10 members, not below the rank of joint secretary, will be nominated from various Ministries and organizations
such as defence, external affairs, National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research, and National Security Council
Secretariat.
In addition, two experts from the Antarctic environment and geo-political fields will be nominated by the central
government.

Functions of the Committee include






Granting permits for various activities
Implementing and ensuring compliance of relevant international laws for protection of Antarctic environment
Obtaining and reviewing relevant information provided by parties to the Treaty,
Convention, and Protocol
Negotiating fees with other parties for activities in Antarctica
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02

75 RAMSAR SITES IN 75TH YEAR OF INDEPENDENCE

Context


Recently, India added Eleven
Indian news sites to the
Ramsar list.

More about the News






According to the Ministry of
Environment, Forest and
Climate Change, after the
induction of Eleven Indian
sites to the Ramsar list, the
number of wetlands of
international importance in
the country rose to 75 in the
75th year of Independence.
Of the 11 sites, four are in
Tamil Nadu, three in
Odisha, two in Jammu and
Kashmir and one each in
Madhya
Pradesh
and
Maharashtra.
A total of 26 sites were added
to the Ramsar list from 1982
to 2013.

About Ramsar list






The Ramsar Convention is an
international treaty for the
conservation and wise use of
wetlands. It is named after
the Iranian city of Ramsar on
the Caspian Sea, where the
treaty
was
signed
on
February 2, 1971.
The
Ramsar
list
was
established in response to
Article 2.1 of the Convention on Wetlands that called on “Each Contracting Party” (member country) to
“designate suitable wetlands within its territory for inclusion” in the list.
India is one of the contracting parties to the Ramsar Convention, signed in Ramsar, Iran, in 1971.

Aim of Ramsar Site




The aim of the Ramsar list is “to develop and maintain an international network of wetlands which are important
for the conservation of global biological diversity and for sustaining human life through the maintenance of their
ecosystem components, processes and benefits”.
The Ramsar sites are maintained in the Montreux Record, which makes it easier to track any major ecological
changes that might affect any of the wetland sites positively or in a reverse way.
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03

DRAFT INDIAN PORTS BILL, 2022

Context


Recently, the centre has issued Draft Indian Ports Bill, 2022 for stakeholder consultation.

About




As part of its plan to revamp the British era legislation for the port sector, the government has issued Draft Indian
Ports Bill, 2022 for stakeholder consultation.
The Indian Ports Act, 1908 (“Act”) is more than 110 years old.
The draft has been prepared to consolidate and amend the laws relating to ports, for the prevention and
containment of pollution at ports and to ensure compliance with the country‟s obligation under the maritime
treaties and international instruments to which India is a party.

Aim of the bill


Accordingly, the draft Indian Ports Bill, 2022 (“IP Bill 2022”) has been prepared to consolidate and amend the
laws relating to ports which also call for:
o The prevention and containment of pollution at ports
o To ensure compliance with the country‟s obligation under the maritime treaties and international instruments
to which India is a party
o Take measures for conservation of ports; to empower and establish State Maritime Boards for effective
administration
o Control and management of non-major ports in India
o Provide for adjudicatory mechanisms for redressal of port related disputes and to establish a national council
for fostering structured growth and development of the port sector
o Ensure optimum utilisation of the coastline of India, as may be necessary, and to provide for matters ancillary
and incidental thereto, or connected therewith.

Objectives






The primary objectives of the proposed bill are four-fold:
Promote integrated planning between States inter-se and Centre-States through a purely consultative and
recommendatory framework
Ensure prevention of pollution measures for all ports in India while incorporating India‟s obligations under
international treaties
Address lacunae in the dispute resolution framework required for burgeoning ports sector
Usher-in transparency and cooperation in development and other aspects through use of data.

Boost to maritime sector




The proposed bill will homogenise and streamline the development of the maritime sector, along with, promoting
ease of doing business by eliminating unnecessary delays, disagreements and defining responsibilities.
It will incorporate State Maritime Boards in the national framework.
Additionally, Maritime State Development Council will ensure cooperative federalism where Centre and
State/UT Governments will work together towards preparing progressive road map for the country.
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04

INDIA’S FIRST TRULY INDIGENOUSLY DEVELOPED HYDROGEN FUEL CELL BUS

Context


Recently, the Union Minister of State of Science
& Technology launched India‟s first Hydrogen
Fuel Cell (HFC) Bus.

About






India‟s first truly indigenously developed
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Bus developed by KPITCSIR in Pune.
The fuel cell utilises Hydrogen and Air to
generate electricity to power the bus and the
only effluent from the bus is water. Thus,
making it possibly the most environmentally
friendly mode of transportation.
The high efficiency of fuel cell vehicles ensures
lower operational costs per kilometre than diesel powered vehicles and can bring freight revolution in India.

India’s Hydrogen Vision



The Hydrogen Vision is important for India to ensure Atma Nirbhar means affordable and accessible clean
energy, meeting climate change goals, and creating new entrepreneurs and jobs.
Green hydrogen is an excellent clean energy vector that enables deep decarbonization of difficult-to-abate
emissions from the refining industry, fertiliser industry, steel industry, cement industry and also from the heavy
commercial transportation sector.

Advantages






The Hydrogen fuelled vehicles provide an excellent means to eliminate the on-road emissions from this sector.
India is also aiming to increase inland waterways for freight and passenger transport.
The high efficiency of fuel cell vehicles and the high energy density of hydrogen ensures that the operational costs
in rupees per kilometre for fuel cell trucks and buses are lower than diesel powered vehicles.
The hydrogen fuel-powered vehicle can be refilled in a few minutes, nearly as fast as fossil fuel can fill an internal
combustion engine.
Fuel Cell vehicles also give zero green-house gas emissions.

05

CABINET APPROVES INDIA’S UPDATED NATIONALLY DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION

Context


The Union Cabinet has recently approved India's revised Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) under the
Paris Agreement, incorporating Prime Minister vision of „Panchamrit‟ strategy announced at the Glasgow
conference into enhanced climate targets.

About





The updated NDC seeks to enhance India‟s contributions towards the achievement of the strengthening of global
response to the threat of climate change, as agreed under the Paris Agreement.
The pledge will lay out India’s clean energy transition pathway from now through 2030.
India now stands committed to reducing emissions intensity of its GDP by 45 per cent by 2030 from its 2005
levels, as per the updated NDC.
The country will also target about 50 percent of cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-fossil
fuel-based energy resources by 2030.
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Paris Agreement’s provisions




As per the Paris Agreement‟s provisions, countries must „update‟ their pledges every five years to make higher
commitments to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions.
The Paris Agreement is a global treaty wherein almost 200 countries agreed to cooperate to reduce GHG
emissions and rein in climate change.
The agreement seeks to limit global warming to well below 2°C, preferably to 1.5°C, compared to pre-industry
levels.

India NDC









India‟s first pledge, also known as a
Nationally Determined Contribution
(NDC), had three primary targets.
India has submitted its first pledge
in 2015.
The first was to reduce emissions
intensity of the economy by 33–35
per cent below 2005 levels.
The second was to have 40 percent of
installed electric power from nonfossil-based energy resources by
2030.
The third target was to create an
additional carbon sink of 2.5-3 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCO2e) by 2030 through additional
forest and tree cover.

LiFE initiative





The Lifestyle for the Environment (LiFE) Movement was launched on June, 2022, World Environment Day, by the
Prime Minister of India.
The initiative's vision of harnessing the power of individual and collective action across the world to address
the climate crisis.
The objective of the movement is to nudge individuals and communities to adopt simple and specific climatefriendly behaviours in their daily lifestyles.
LiFE aims to activate a global community of “Pro Planet People” and steer the world towards a sustainable model
of development.

India Panchamrit strategy


In 2021, Prime Minister of India announced the following new five-point set of targets at COP 26 in Glasgow:
1. India will reach its non-fossil energy capacity to 500 GW by 2030.
2. India will meet 50 percent of its energy requirements from renewable energy by 2030.
3. India will reduce the total projected carbon emissions by one billion tonnes from now onwards till 2030.
4. By 2030, India will reduce the carbon intensity of its economy by less than 45 percent.
5. By the year 2070, India will achieve the target of Net Zero
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06

BATTERY WASTE MANAGEMENT RULES, 2022

Context


Recently, the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change published the Battery Waste Management
Rules, 2022 to ensure environmentally sound management of waste batteries.

About




The new rules introduced by the Union Environment Ministry will cover the following types of Waste Batteries:
o Electric Vehicle batteries
o Portable batteries
o Automotive batteries
o Industrial batteries
New rules Battery Waste Management Rules, 2022 will replace Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001.

Salient feature of Battery Waste Management Rules, 2022
1. Extended Producer Responsibility

The rules‟ function based on the concept of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) where the producers
(including importers) of batteries are responsible for collection and recycling/refurbishment of waste batteries
and use of recovered materials from wastes into new batteries.

EPR mandates that all waste batteries be collected and sent for recycling/refurbishment, and it prohibits disposal
in landfills and incineration.

To meet the EPR obligations, producers may engage themselves or authorise any other entity for collection,
recycling or refurbishment of waste batteries.

The rules will enable setting up a mechanism and centralised online portal for exchange of EPR certificates
between producers and recyclers/refurbishers to fulfil the obligations of producers.
2. Environmental compensation

On the principle of Polluter Pays Principle, environmental compensation will be imposed for non-fulfilment of
Extended Producer Responsibility targets, responsibilities and obligations set out in the rules.

The funds collected under environmental compensation shall be utilised in collection and refurbishing or
recycling of uncollected and non-recycled waste batteries.
3. Online registration

The Online registration & reporting, auditing, and committee for monitoring the implementation of rules and to
take measures required for removal of difficulties are salient features of rules for ensuring effective
implementation and compliance.
4. Recycling

EPR mandates that all waste batteries be collected and sent for recycling/refurbishment, and its prohibits disposal
in landfills and incineration.

Producers can engage themselves or authorise any other entity for the purpose.

The rules promote setting up of new industries and entrepreneurship in collection and recycling/refurbishment
of waste batteries.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Cyber Pravah
Recently, the Union Home Secretary released a set of manuals and a newsletter of the Indian Cyber Crime
Coordination Centre (I4C) as part of a campaign to check cybercrimes.

The manuals and the newsletter prepared by the Cyber and Information Security Division (CIS) of the Union
home ministry are „Cyber Hygiene for Cyber Space – Dos and Don‟ts – Basic Manual‟, „Cyber Hygiene for Cyber
Space – Dos and Don‟ts – Advanced Manual‟ and the quarterly newsletter „Cyber Pravah‟.

The manuals are part of a focused awareness campaign for prevention of cybercrimes and to inculcate cyber
hygiene in rural areas, industrial bodies, and the general public.
Introduction to I4C

„Cyber Pravah‟ covers introduction to I4C, cybercrime trends and patterns, statistics, facilities created by I4C,
platforms for reporting and addressing cybercrimes to make all stakeholders aware, and to provide assistance in
the area of cyber-crime prevention, detection and investigation.

It also aims to create awareness about recent developments in the field of cyber-crimes and cyber-crime
terminology.

The I4C was set up under the CIS division in 2018 as an agency for coordinating at the central level and to support
states and union territories by providing a common framework in their fight against cyber-crimes.


World Elephant Day 2022
The World Elephant Day is celebrated every year on 12th of August, with the aim to acknowledge Elephants‟
significance in our ecosystem.

The goal of World Elephant Day is to create awareness on elephant conservation, and to share knowledge and
positive solutions for the better protection and management of wild and captive elephants.

Elephants are critical to the sustenance of our wildlife and biodiversity.

Government of India recognizes that welfare of people is at the heart of elephant conservation in India

The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change has released “Elephant Reserves of India: An Atlas”,
“Elephant Reserves of India: Land Use Land Cover Classification”, “Caring for elephants: Managing health and
welfare in captivity” and the Special edition of “Trumpet”.
Population of Asian elephants

As the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, India has the largest and the most stable population
of Asian elephants.

In fact, more than 60% of wild Asian elephants are in India.

The population of 29,964 elephants as recorded in the last elephant census conducted in 2017 speaks volumes of
the passion for wildlife conservation ingrained in Indian culture.


1st Khelo India Women’s Judo tournament






The 1st Khelo India Women’s Judo Tournament was recently held across four zones in India.
The Judo tournament is another initiative taken by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports to support sports
competitions for Women via the Government of India‟s flagship program, Khelo India.
The tournament was held across four zones before a National Round, is an open Zonal level ranking tournament.
The competitor’s range across four age groups: Sub-Junior (12-15 years), Cadet (15-17 years), Junior (15-20
years) and Senior (15+ years).
The Department of Sports under the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports has allocated a total of Rs 1.74 Crore for
the conduct of the tournament, including the prize money of Rs 48.86 Lakh.

India to become Aatma nirbhar in Diammonium Phosphate



As part of the Atma Nirbhar Bharat initiative to promote self-sufficiency in Fertilisers, Government of India has
been advising and supporting the Indian fertiliser companies to strengthen their backend supply chain.
Diammonium phosphate (DAP) is the world’s most widely used phosphorus fertilizer.
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It is a preferred fertilizer in India because it contains both Nitrogen and Phosphorus which are primary
macronutrients and part of 18 essential plant nutrients.

The government of India has been partnering with the industry to enable such investments to achieve supply
security goals for meeting the country‟s fertiliser needs.
Bilateral relations with Senegal

India enjoys cordial bilateral relations with Senegal, which is one of the leading suppliers of phosphoric acid to
India.

The government‟s investment in the rock mines in Senegal will be mutually beneficial for both the nations and
will further strengthen our friendship.

The mining will be done in Senegal and production of DAP will be done in India.


Tiranga Utsav






Recently, the Ministry of Culture has organised “Tiranga Utsav”.
The aim of the initiatives is to celebrate the contributions of Pingali Venkayya on the occasion his 146th Birth
Anniversary
Pingali Venkayya was an Indian freedom fighter and a follower of Mahatma Gandhi.
He designed a flag, based on which Indian National Flag was designed later.
He was posthumously awarded the Bharat Ratna in 2011.

49th Chief Justice of India




In exercise of the power conferred by clause (2) of Article 124 of the Constitution of India, the President has
appointed Shri Justice Uday Umesh Lalit, Judge of the Supreme Court as the Chief Justice of India.
Justice Uday Umesh Lalit took charge as the 49th Chief Justice of India.
He will become the second Chief Justice of India to be directly elevated to the Supreme Court from the Bar, after
Justice S.M. Sikri, who served as the 13 th CJI in 1971.

BILATERAL AGREEMENTS AND SUMMITS
India-UK Free Trade Agreement
Recently, India and the United Kingdom concluded the fifth round of talks for an India-UK Free Trade
Agreement (FTA).

For this round of negotiations, technical experts from both sides came together for detailed draft treaty text
discussions in 85 separate sessions covering 15 policy areas.

Indian and UK officials will continue to work intensively throughout the summer towards our target to conclude
the majority of talks on a comprehensive and balanced Free Trade Agreement by the end of October 2022.
Trade between India and the UK

Total trade between India and the U.K. stood at $16 billion in the first 11 months of FY22 (April-February).

The UK was India's 17th largest trading partner during the period.

A free trade agreement is a trade pact according to international law to form a free trade area between the
cooperating states.

The recent visit of the United Kingdom Prime Minister calls for expanded India-U.K. defence partnership.

India and the United Kingdom have agreed to significantly boost ties on trade, defence and other matters.


Annual SCO Defence Ministers meeting




Recently while addressing the SCO Defence Ministers‟ meeting at Tashkent, Uzbekistan, the Union Defence
minister asserted that terrorism in any form, including cross-border terrorism is a crime against humanity.
India reiterates its resolve to fight all forms of terrorism and make the region peaceful, secure and stable.
In this context, India proposed to host a workshop in India in 2023 on the theme ‘Humanitarian Assistance and
Disaster Relief – Risk mitigation and Disaster Resilient Infrastructure’ for the Defence Ministries of SCO
Member States.
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India’s Stand on Afghanistan

The Union Defence minister voiced India‟s full support for a peaceful, secure and stable Afghanistan while
emphasising respect for its sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, national unity and non-interference in
internal affairs.

To encourage Afghanistan authorities to achieve national reconciliation through dialogue & negotiation and
establish a broad-based, inclusive and representative political structure in the country.

He underlined the importance of United Nations Security Council (UNSC) resolutions in this regard.

He also stressed the need to provide urgent humanitarian assistance to the people of Afghanistan and safeguard
their fundamental rights.

India-Mauritius Meeting on SME Cooperation




The 3rd Joint Committee Meeting (JCM) between the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME)
and Ministry of Business, Enterprises and Cooperatives of Republic of Mauritius for cooperation in the field of
MSMEs was held recently.
Both India-Mauritius reviewed the present engagement between India and Mauritius in the field of MSMEs, and
held discussion on potential areas of cooperation in various areas including:
o Exchange of best practices and experiences in development of MSME sector
o Holding of physical/virtual exhibitions/fairs
o Technological cooperation
o Encouraging B2B collaboration/tie ups through B2B meets
o Entrepreneurship development & training programs
o Collaboration in various sectors such as aromatherapy
o Food processing and eco-friendly businesses

38th Meeting of Ministerial level Joint Rivers Commission
Recently, the 38th Meeting of the Ministerial level Joint Rivers Commission of India and Bangladesh was held in
New Delhi, India.

The Indian delegation was led by the Union Minister for Jal Shakti and his Bangladesh counterpart.

India and Bangladesh share 54 rivers, of which 7 rivers have been identified earlier for developing the
framework of water sharing agreements on priority.

The meeting assumes significance as it was held after a long gap of 12 years, though the technical interactions
under the framework of JRC have continued in the intervening period.
Agenda of meeting

The discussions during this bilateral meeting were held on a number of ongoing bilateral issues of mutual interest
including:
o River water sharing of common rivers
o Sharing of flood data
o Addressing river pollution
o Conducting joint studies on sedimentation management
o River bank protection works

Both sides finalised the text of MoU on Interim Water Sharing of Kushiyara river.

Both sides also welcomed finalisation of the design and location of water intake point on the Feni River to meet
the drinking water needs of Sabroom town in Tripura as per the October 2019 India -Bangladesh MoU on this
subject.
Joint Rivers Commission

The Joint Rivers Commission of India and Bangladesh was constituted in 1972 as a bilateral mechanism to address
issues of mutual interest on common / border / transboundary rivers.

One of the important areas of cooperation, where India has been assisting Bangladesh, is sharing of real time flood
data.

India has recently extended the period of flood data sharing beyond 15th October to help Bangladesh address
unforeseen flood events.
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Innovation Challenge for the development of Machine Aided
Translation System (IC-MATS)






The Innovation Challenge for the development of the Machine Aided Translation System (IC-MATS) was
launched by the Principal Scientific Adviser (PSA) to the Govt of India recently.
The Innovation Challenge for the development of the Machine Aided Translation System (IC-MATS) was
launched under the Natural Language Translation Mission.
It is primarily divided into three stages:
o Stage-I (Ideation Stage)
o Stage-II (Prototype Stage)
o Stage-III (Solution Building Stage)
The Challenge is targeted at involving industries and start-ups to develop machine-aided translation systems
using open-source translation platforms and text corpus available in the public domain, including those available
on the language technology platform.

MoU between India and Nepal in the field of biodiversity conservation




The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister has approved the proposal of the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change for signing an MoU with the Government of Nepal on biodiversity conservation, with
a view to strengthen and enhance the coordination and cooperation in the field of forests, wildlife,
environment, biodiversity conservation and climate change, including restoration of corridors and interlinking
areas and share knowledge and best practices, between the two countries.
The MoU would help in promoting cooperation between the Parties in the field of forests, wildlife, environment,
biodiversity conservation and climate change, including restoration of corridors and interlinking areas and
sharing knowledge and best practices.

MILITARY EXERCISES AND INITIATIVES
Ex Vajra Prahar 2022







The 13th Edition of the Indo-US Joint Special Forces exercise “Ex Vajra Prahar 2022” was recently commenced at
the Special Forces Training School (SFTS), Bakloh (HP).
The Vajra Prahar series of joint exercises aims to share best practices and experiences in areas such as joint mission
planning and operational tactics as also to improve interoperability between the Special Forces of both the
Nations.
This annual exercise is hosted alternatively between India and the United States.
The 12th edition was conducted at Joint Base Lewis Mcchord, Washington (USA) in October 2021.
This joint exercise is a significant step in strengthening the traditional bond of friendship between the special
forces of both Nations as well as improving bilateral defence cooperation between India and the USA.

‘Him Drone-a-thon’ programme







The Indian Army in collaboration with the Drone Federation of India had launched the „Him Drone-a-thon‟
programme recently.
The „Him Drone-a-thon‟ programme is a pan India sustained connection between all stakeholders including
industry, academia, software developers and drone product manufacturers.
This initiative in line with Atmanirbhar in defence manufacturing is aimed to catalyse and provide focused
opportunities to the Indian drone ecosystem to develop path-breaking drone capabilities for meeting
requirements of frontline troops.
It will be conducted in stages with quantifiable parameters (like altitude, weight, range, endurance etc) being
progressively enhanced based on demonstrated capabilities.
The Indian Army‟s support to the indigenous drone ecosystem is based on the principle that „good available
indigenously‟ is better than the „best available globally‟.
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Ex UDARA SHAKTI





Recently, the bilateral exercise, Ex UDAR ASHAKTI between the Indian Air Force (IAF) and the Royal
Malaysian Air Force (RMAF) culminated at the RMAF Air Base Kuantan.
The exercise saw the two Air Forces work in cohesion through a series of complex aerial combat drills in multiple
domains and exercise settings.
The exercise was characterised by the display of a high degree of professionalism by all participants.
Ex UDARA SHAKTI provided both the Air Forces an opportunity to share each other's best practices.

2nd India-Bangladesh Tri-services Staff Talks





The 2nd India-Bangladesh Tri-services Staff Talks (TSST) was recently held in New Delhi, India.
The meeting was conducted in a friendly, warm and cordial atmosphere.
The discussions focused on the ongoing and new initiatives taken under the ambit of the existing bilateral defence
cooperation mechanism of all three services and further strengthening the bilateral defence engagements.
The TSST is a forum established to boost defence cooperation between both the nations through regular talks at
the strategic and operational levels between HQ IDS and Bangladesh Armed Forces Division.

Exercise VINBAX 2022





The Vietnam-India Bilateral Army Exercise VINBAX 2022 recently concluded at Chand mandir with an
impressive display of Multi Agency Humanitarian Assistance in Disaster Relief (HADR) demonstration and an
equipment display showcasing the Make in India and Atma Nirbhar Bharat initiatives.
The exercise was focused on deployment of Army Engineer and Medical teams in UN Peacekeeping operations.
The next edition of VINBAX will be hosted in Vietnam in 2023.
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PARTITION LITERATURE

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, literature and Architecture from ancient to
modern times.
GS – I: The Freedom Struggle — its various stages and important contributors/contributions from different parts
of the country.

Introduction





Partition literature refers to writings that chronicle and explore the event, from all sides of the borders. It includes
non-fiction as well as fictional narratives.
Today, Partition literature is studied in some universities of India either through a specific paper, or through
related texts in other papers.
Partition literature not only opens up the counter-factuality of state craft, but also explores the space for the
vicinity of lives in the states that fall apart.
The whole gamut of Partition literature emerged as a charged domain of cross-argumentative socio-political
contestation and cultural discourse as well.

Background




India is a thrice partitioned nation where three Partitions have taken place to form three separate states.
The subsequent events of 1905, 1947 and 1971 have shaped modern South Asia with the newly configured nationstate of Pakistan, Bangladesh and India.
The Partition of British India, the Bengal province and the Punjab province completed the process of
decolonisation of India.

Role of language




With this complex process of socio-political and cultural progression, it is seen that language took an important
role to integrate or disintegrate the historical realities.
Urdu, Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali, Sindhi are major constituents of such language-driven identities which inculcate
the miniature of nationalism to the collective mind and to which literary endeavor corresponds.
Writers of Hindi and Urdu were pioneers in this field.

Notable contributions









Saadat Hasan Manto: probably the finest writer of Indian Partition, who experienced Partition violence,
uncertainty, and trauma in his personal fiction, fictionalized the reciprocation of human instinct to Partition
events. Stories like „Thanda Gosht‟, „Toba Tek Singh‟, “Khol Do‟, „Dog of Tithwal' may be read as the deepest
remembrance of Partition trauma ever written in Indian context.
Faiz Ahmed Faiz: wrote some immortal poetry and vazm at the time of turbulence. Ample of epitaph written by
several Urdu and Hindi writers of western side like Krishen Chander‟s short story (Peshawar Express),
Qurratulain Hayder (Aag Ka Dariya, 1959), Yashpal (Jhoota Sach,1958-60), Naseem Hyazi (Khaak aur Khoon) etc.
K S Duggal: He brought out a collection of poems called Band Darwaze (1959) and a collection titled Dhova Hova
Booha (The Half-Shut Door).
Krishna Sobti: In her last novel 4 Gujarat Here, A Gujarat There (2017) expressed how she was haunted
throughout her life by the bizarre memory of murder of her childhood friend in Partition. The thematic
disposition of Partition violence and uncertainty thereof gives a pattern which can be traced now.
There are several instances of non-fiction and autobiographical writings in Bengali and Hindi or in English
published in following decades which can be taken into account— Supuriboner Sari by Sankha Ghosh, Sualight
on a Broken Column by Attia Hosain, Dayamaveer Katha by Sunanda Sikdar.

Chronicles, Collections & Initiatives


Indian Partition historiography has been well-developed since the 1950s.
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In the first five decades, it was committed to „high politics and gradually new lights of feministic stance, oral
narratives from the survivor, caste angle, etc., have got incorporated.
Starting from Pakistan or Partition of India (1945) by BR Ambedkar, Awake Hindustan (1945) by Dr Syama
Prasad Mukherjee, Divide & Quit (1961) by Penderel Moon, Freedom at Midnight (1975) by Larry Collins &
Dominique Lapierre to India Wins Freedom (Maulana Abul Kalam Azad), the non-fiction narrative goes on with
argument and counter argument.
In Bengali, Hiranmoy Bandopadhyay wrote Udbastu, where his experience as a government official responsible
for rehabilitation work has been noted in detail.
A series of personal narratives of some Hindu refugees published in Amrita Bazar Patrika in 1950s and
subsequently compiled by Dakkhinaranjan Basu titled Chere Asa Gram (1975).
These two books have been republished in recent years, showing the demand of Partition narrative among the
readers till date.

Epilogue







In the last few decades, Partition literature has attracted the attention of readers and scholars across the globe.
Huge corpus of literary texts on thrice Partitioned Indian subcontinent needs re-reading in present context.
A plethora of Urdu and Hindi writings is available in the domain of Partition literature.
On the contrary, the presence of Bengali writings on Partition are little unclear at national level due to lack of
translation into Hindi or in English.
Consequently, the focus has shifted to ordinary lives along the border with different layers of livelihood.
After 75 years of independence, the rereading of Partition literature can essentially be an exposition of a new life
of the Indian subcontinent.
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CINEMA AS VANGUARD OF NATIONALIST MOVEMENT

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: The Freedom Struggle — its various stages and important contributors/contributions from different parts
of the country.
GS – I: Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country.

Introduction






Indian cinema played a crucial role in the freedom struggle. Many patriotic films, in Hindi and the regional
languages, upheld it.
In almost every state there is a “national cinema” that makes films for the masses of that particular state.
Cinema, like other types of mass media, carries meanings and symbols that not only represent beliefs, practices
and objects of a particular popular culture associated with a nation, but also structure the process of nation
building by influencing the popular culture through reconstruction of these beliefs, practices, and objects.
An ordinance was promulgated in 1876, empowering the — British-run Bengal Government to ban performances
of any play they found scandalous, defamatory, seditious, obscene, or otherwise prejudicial to the public
interest.

Dramatic Performances Act, 1876





The Dramatic Performances Act, 1876 was imposed to check the revolutionary impulses of Bengali theater.
Playwrights who wished to attack colonial rule soon turned to mythological plays to shield their nationalist
messages to evade censor‟s actions.
With the heightening of the 'Swadeshi' movement at the turn of the 19th century, Bengali theater tended to
venerate the past more than any time before.
The patriotic expression in the different art forms from the early days of the twentieth century shows the role of
Bengali cinema in reflecting the country‟s freedom struggle.
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Objective of Dramatic Performances Act






The Dramatic Performances Act, 1876 was imposed to
check the revolutionary impulses of Bengali theater.
The Act ensured that the flurry of nationalist plays after
Neel Darpan which all recketed to popularity, started to
become rare.
Under the act police atrocities were rampant and the
punishments severe.
The British came down heavily on the open „swadeshi‟
theater.

Contribution of Madhusudan Dutt









During the middle of the 19" century, the Bengali bard
Madhusudan Dutt was involved with the theater at
Belgachia, which was a pioneer of modern, western-influenced theater.
Dutt composed the play, Sharmistha, in the western style, in 1858, based on the story of Debjani-Yayati of
Mahabharata.
It is considered the first original play written in Bengali language.
The first “Swadeshi‟ play was Dinabandhu Mitra‟s Neel Darpan that depicted the horrific tragedy of indigo
farmers in rural Bengal and the British atrocities against them.
Expectedly, Neel Darpan‟s popularity went well with the British authorities who banned the performance of the
play.
The play written in 1859, portraying the contemporary indigo revolt, was staged a few years later in 1872 by
Girish Chandra Ghosh.
Ghosh established the National Theater in the same year and the first performance of Bengali commercial-stage
happened with Mitra‟s controversial, yet poignant play.

Partition of Bengal and National sentiments






The decision by Lord Curzon to implement the partition of Bengal in 1905 served as fodder to strong nationalist
sentiments amongst Bengalis.
However, Curzon‟s „divide and rule‟ policy actually angered the Bengalis prior to 1905.
Plays upholding religious unity alongside the strong wish of freedom from foreign forces seemed fervent. In the
month of January, 1906 itself, at the two leading theaters of Calcutta— Star and Minerva, the following plays were
staged and performed.
The influence of Rajput heroes not only enriched the Bengali plays but also other literary forms.

Jatra: indigenous folk









Jatra is a famous folk theater from Bengali theatre that is spread
throughout most of Bengali
speaking states of India including West Bengal, Bihar, Assam,
Orissa and Tripura.
It is a indigenous folk version of proscenium theater without
walls, the winds of patriotic vigour started flowing freely during
that time.
Jatra is believed to have originated from ceremonial functions that
are called before starting on a journey.
Jatra is a form of Indian folk drama combining acting, songs and
music and dance altogether by the troop that is traveling from one
place to another.
The most famous exponent of „Jatra” was Charan Kabi Mukunda Das (original name Yajneshwar De).

Importance of cinema


The importance of cinema as a tool of propaganda was not envisioned by the British alone.
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In a Congress conference from 30 October till 1 November 1939, at Calcutta, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose advised
the members from Faridpur district (now in Bangladesh) to form a film collective for the spread of cinema.
With the advent of talkies, Bengali cinema drew its inspiration from the rich literary tradition viz. novels of
Saratchandra Chatterjee, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee and occasionally, Rabindranath Tagore.

Impact of World War II on Theaters



The World War II that ended in 1945 gifted dark despair to the whole India, including Bengal. Studios including
the most prestigious, the New Theaters, suffered losses and lost their enterprise.
As per the data from Panna Shah‟s 1950 book, The Indian Film, between 1942 and 1945, the number of films in
Bengali language reduced from 15 to 9, almost becoming half.
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CINEMA AS VANGUARD OF NATIONALIST MOVEMENT

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: The Freedom Struggle — its various stages and important contributors/contributions from different parts
of the country.
GS – I: Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country.

Background




Even before 1857, the tribal people had revolted against
the British in India time and again.
The British had to struggle to establish their authority
in the tribal areas.
Although the contribution of tribals was significant in
the freedom movement that took place before and after
1857 across the country.

Tribal Uprisings before 1857










After winning the Battle of Plassey in 1757 and
acquiring the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa in
1765, the East India Company began efforts to annex
Chhattisgarh.
Most of the central part of Chhattisgarh was under the
control of the Maratha rulers of Nagpur, and the rest of
the area was ruled by different Princely States.
The British got their first success in 1800, when the Raja
of Raigad signed a treaty with the Company and made
Raigad a part of the Government.
They annexed the Maratha empire after its defeat in the
war at Nagpur in 1818, and began to rule the central
region of Chhattisgarh.
However, in Bastar, the south of Chhattisgarh and
Surguja in the north, several tribal rebellions arose to save tribal people from the slavery of the Company's
Government.

The Halba rebellion





The Halba rebellion against the British (1774-1779) was marked by bloodshed and daring attacks. To capture
Bastar, the British, with the help of the King of Jeypore and the younger brother of the King of Bastar, Dariyavdev
Singh, formed a joint army and attacked Ajmer Singh, King of Bastar in 1774.
Ajmer Singh‟s army of Halba tribesmen conclusively defeated the British army.
This war lasted until 1779, but the British were not successful.
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Later, Dariyavdev Singh killed Ajmer Singh by deceit.
In this genocide, an attempt was made to wipe out the entire tribe.
It can be said that this was the first rebellion against the British in India, and King Ajmer Singh of Bastar was the
first martyr.

Rebellion in Chota Nagpur region




The fifth rebellion began in the Chota
Nagpur region in December, 1831, when
Kol tribesmen rose in revolt because of
the discontent arising from the forcible
occupation of tribal lands.
This rebellion lasted till 1832, and then
the British suppressed it by deploying a
big army.

Other important rebellion






The sixth rebellion in 1833 when the
British captured Bargarh. Under the
leadership of Ajit Singh, ruler of Bargarh,
the tribal people of Raigad fiercely opposed the British army.
o In this struggle, Ajit Singh was martyred.
The seventh rebellion took place in the Tarapur region in Bastar in 1842.
o Dalganjan Singh, brother of Bhupaldev, the ruler of Bastar, was the administrator of Tarapur. Dalganjan
Singh refused to raise the annual tax in his area.
o It was considered an act of rebellion by the British, and an army was sent from Nagpur to suppress it. The
tribal people faced the British army under the leadership of Dalganjan Singh who was defeated and
imprisoned.
The eighth rebellion took place in Dantewada in South Bastar in 1842 by the tribals against the order of the
British regarding the custom of human sacrifice.
o The British army from Nagpur was called to suppress this revolt.
o The tribal people fought fiercely with this army.
o The new system for collection of rent, steps taken to change the traditional social, religious and political
system, and new rules implemented for forest management. and restrictions imposed on the production of
liquor, all affected the unique tribal culture associated with their rights to water, forest and land.

First Revolt of 1857 in Sonakhan








In 1857, Narayan Singh, the tribal landlord of Sonakhan of Raipur, revolted uniquely.
A drought occurred in his zamindari area.
The paddy deposited with a moneylender was looted and distributed by Narayan Singh to save his people from
starvation.
The British took no administrative measures to save the public from drought.
Narayan Singh managed to escape prison with the help of the native British infantry deployed in Raipur, and
after reaching Sonakhan, he formed an army of tribal youth.
After fierce fighting, Narayan Singh was arrested and publicly hanged at Raipur on 10 December 1857.
He was declared the first martyr of 1857 in Chhattisgarh by conferring the title of „Veer‟ in independent India.

Bhumkal of Bastar





In 1910, people‟s uprising in Bastar itself, known in modern history as „Bhumkal of Bastar.”
The Muria tribesmen of Bastar defeated the British state and took up an armed revolution to establish the „Muria
Raj.” Led by Gundadhur, this rebellion was meticulously planned and it rattled the entire Bastar region.
Initially, Muria Raj was established in the whole of Bastar for some time, but Gundadhur‟s army could not sustain
itself against the large army of the British.
The Northeast region of Chhattisgarh witnessed the Tana Bhagat movement, which started in 1916 and lasted till
1918.
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Jungle Satyagraha






Another movement of Chhattisgarh was Jungle Satyagraha was launched in 1922 in a place named Nagari of
Dhamtari district.
It holds a unique place in the entire freedom struggle.
The tribals had staged a „satyagraha‟ against the authority, protesting over the low wages given by the forest
department and the ban on carrying wood for use in cooking at home.
Large-scale arrests were made in this movement, and satyagrahis were punished.
The movement continued till March, 1931, and it ended with the comeback of the Civil Disobedience Movement
in India.

Conclusion





The history of the freedom movement is not just a description of events or a mere counting of incidents. Neither is
it about describing the character of its heroes.
The freedom movement is an analysis of the currents and counter-currents that formed the structure of the
agitating society at that time.
The collective consciousness of the people to be free was being expressed in the form of struggle, and it is
necessary to recognise that consciousness and its expression.
The history of India‟s freedom movement is incomplete without recognising the tribal consciousness.
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CONTEMPORARY WRITINGS BY WOMEN

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: Role of women and women‟s organization, population and associated issues, poverty and developmental
issues, urbanization, their problems and their remedies.
GS – I: The Freedom Struggle — its various stages and important contributors/contributions from different parts
of the country.

Introduction






Social reformers believed that if
the public is to be educated, then
only native languages can
become its medium.
The „woman issue‟ was on the
rise in the political scenario of
this period of the nineteenth
century, and both politics and
gender were associated with
each other at many levels.
The conflict between the colonial
way of life and western lifestyle
and the ideological difference on
the issue of women allowed the writers to clash and struggle.

Women education





By the late nineteenth century, Indian intellectuals were concerned that women were not getting the education
they needed.
The analysis of women‟s autobiography helps to bring to the fore her society, community, agony, trauma,
experiences of gender difference, and psychosocial and language expressions.
In recent years, women‟s writing has become important for research and it is reconsidering the gaps and
inconsistencies in cultural history.
Around 1920, Muslim women of elite families turned to study English in India.
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This new era of education created a class of educated women, composed of women like Muhammadi Begum,
Nazar Sajjad Haider, and Abbasi Begum, who started writing and getting published in magazines.

Autobiography of Begum Sultan Jahan




The autobiography of Begum Sultan Jahan of Bhopal, published in three parts in Urdu and English, appears to
clash with parallel and intersecting currents of colonial power, the rise of nationalist ideology.
In comparison with western civilisation, she established Islamic customs.
Notably, most of the women rulers of Bhopal Princely State wrote autobiographies. These elite women adopted
various forms of self-expression.

Notable writing by Shah Jahan Begum







Shah Jahan Begum (1838-1901) wrote Tehzeeb-un-Niswan-o- Tarbivet-ul-insaan (1889) to teach women how to
conduct themselves.
After the formation of Pakistan, women who were active in writing autobiographies can be judged from many
perspectives, viz. what was their view on the cultural context and history in the changed circumstances following
the partition and the dimensions of their association with gender issues.
Ghubar-e-Karwan, written by Begum Anis Kidwai (1906-1982), was published in original Urdu in incomplete
form from Maktab-e-Jamia, Delhi, in 1983.
Ghubare- Karwan and Azadi Ki Chhaon Mein— are a woman‟s journey to being established as a representative.
She mentions several changes in the Indian political scenario during the partition of India.

Women’s autobiography and social transformation







Women’s autobiographies in the post-Independence period can be seen as their literary evidence.
They depict how society views women and vice versa, and what do women think of the socio-political changes
around them.
The role of social transformations and the desire for women‟s emancipation can be seen in the autobiographies of
women who migrated to Pakistan.
They appear to be trying to liberate themselves but also want to create their own identity in society.
Reading these self-experiences unfolds the layers of conflicts of these women, be it with society, with family, or
with themselves, as well as the contradictions of personality.
A text that can mediate between the private and the public, as well as express self-experiences.

Conclusion




These autobiographies can become documents for the colonial past and post-colonial present historiography.
The partition of the country and displacement has matured them with experience, so now they create characters
in their prose.
The writings of these women in the autobiographical genre should be seen as an attempt to associate themselves
with the national narrative and mark their presence in history as legendary historical characters.
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05

ROLE OF URDU LITERATURE

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, literature and Architecture from ancient to
modern times.

Background









The development of the
Urdu language initially
started to evolve from the
Arabic context during the
predominant invasion of
the Indian subcontinent
nature.
The
Urdu
language
primarily originated during
the period of the Mughal
Empire (1526 to 1878).
Its first major folk poet
Amir Khusrau (1253-1325),
composed dohas (couplets)
and riddles in the newlyformed speech, then called
Hindavi.
All the historical references
indicate that the origin of Urdu had taken place in Punjab state of India.
Despite being a geographic entity, India, before the advent of the East India Company, acutely lacked a sense of
nationalism as its inhabitants considered their own States of residence, as their country and not India as a whole.

Role of Urdu poets in Independence






Much before the First War of Independence of 1857, Urdu poets had started expressing their anguish over the
decline of rule of law, rampant corruption and loss of time testing human values.
They composed the poetic genre “Shahr-Aashob‟ (urban unrest) not only to record socio-political ground realities
of their time but also to express their indignation at the political situation that prevailed.
A century before 1857, with the defeat of Shah Alam II, Mir Qasim and the Wazir of Awadh, Shuja-ud- Daula,
in the Battle of Plassey in 1757, and Tipu Sultan’s defeat and death in the Battle of Srirangapatna in 1799,
nationalism had started taking shape in Urdu poetry.
Many poems were written to mourn the death of Tipu Sultan.

First War of Independence





The First War of Independence of 1857 became tumultuous as it stirred the consciousness of Urdu poets whose
expression of indignation at the Company rules resulted in destroying local industries and meddling with
religious matters of the land. The defeat of Indian revolutionaries at the hands of the British led to an era of
nationalism.
Many Urdu poets who were composing poetry to induce courage and valour of self-sacrifice were hanged by the
British.
These included, among others, Rahim-ud- Din Ejad, Zafaryab Rasikh Dehlvi, Ghazanfar Sayeed, Aziz Dehlavi,
Suroor Gurganyi, Ghyas-ud-Din Sharar, Qamar-ud-Din Shaida, Hadi Sambhali and Ismail Fauq.
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Freedom movement






Towards the end of the 19th century, Indian National Congress emerged as a major political party leading the
freedom movement.
Urdu writers and journalists boosted up through their pen.
In 1906, Indian National Congress, in its Calcutta raised the demand for Swaraj (self-rule) and for boycotting of
foreign items.
The same year, the revolutionary movement took off in Bengal that spread over North India in a short span.
The Urdu poets continued with their tirade against the British during Home Rule Agitation, Rowlatt Act (1918)
and Jallianwala Bagh massacre (1919) and poets like Mohd. Ali Jauhar, Dr Iqbal, Mir Ghulam Bhik Nairang, Agha
Hashr Kashmiri, and Ehsan Danish took forward the march of the freedom movement and infused
unprecedented enthusiasm in the general masses.

Progressive Writers’ Movement






During third decade of 20" century, a great number of Urdu poets including Tilok Chand Mehroom, Josh
Malihabadi, Ravish Siddiqi, Hafeez Jalandhari, Mela Ram Wafa, Anand Narayan Mulla, Ehsan Danish, Ali Jawad
Zaidi, Azad Ansari and to name a few, openly supported the freedom movement and filled the heart of their
readers with absolute hatred for the foreign rule.
In 1936, the Progressive Writers‟ Movement started, which stood firm against British rule and forcefully
advocated the cause of national independence.
Hundreds of poems, short stories, novels and articles appeared in Urdu newspapers and magazines, and a galaxy
of Urdu poets appeared on the literary horizon.
Munshi Premchand, initially under the influence of Gandhi and subsequently impressed by Progressive Writers‟
Movement, was a nationalist to the core. His first collection of short stories, titled “Soz-e- Watan‟ was banned by
the British and its copies were confined to be set ablaze.

Concept of freedom from foreign rule







Various Urdu literature and poets raised their voice of indignation and protest against the foreign rule.
Urdu story writers like Saadat Hasan Manto, Krishan Chander, Akhtar Ansari, Upender Nath Ashk, Hayatullah
Ansari, Ismat Chughtai and Rajinder Singh Bedi were indisputable in their concept of freedom from the foreign
rule and building a new secular classless social order.
A bulk of Urdu literature is available against the two-nation theory of Muhammad Ali Jinnah and his idea of
partition.
Urdu is the language that gave the slogan “Inquilab Zindabad‟ (Long live the revolution) to the Indian populace.
It was Urdu that aired Subhas Chandra Bose‟s proclamation, „Tum mujhe khoon do, main tumhe azadi doonga‟
(You give me blood, I will give you freedom).
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06

ROLE OF HINDI LITERATURE

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – I: Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, literature and Architecture from ancient to
modern times.
GS – I: The Freedom Struggle — its various stages and important contributors/contributions from different parts
of the country.

Introduction




To understand any nation and its current contexts, it Is necessary to explore the sources present in the folk and
rural areas and history.
After all, what are these references and sources that help in understanding the makings of the Indian nation‟?
It is also true that these creations inspired the Indians to stand prepared against the British Raj and create a
historical form of nationalism in Indian society for which the country and its people are supreme.

Undertaking nationalism through literature







The question is how to understand this form of nationalism created between 1857 and 1947.
Should it be linked to the peasant movements of Gandhi, the Dalit references of Ambedkar, the revolutionary
socialism of Bhagat Singh, or the radical nationalist attitude of Subhas Chandra Bose.
It is a complex question, but what is important is the way Hindi writers like Premchand, Ramchandra Shukla,
Hazari Prasad Dwivedi, etc., see it in caste contexts.
Writers like Rabindranath Tagore of Bengal consider it as a hypothetical consciousness.
Tagore sees a deep understanding of the civilisation and cultures of the subcontinent in that consciousness, which
he tries to understand through his novels like Gora and works like Gitanjali.
The folk memories and the various versions of folk creation imprinted in those memories help to understand the
nationalist creations between 1857 and 1947.

Structure of Indian nationalism









The Struggle of 1857 and its culmination
1873 and Indian Literature, Press and Journalism
1885, the Rise of the Congress and the rise of a
new intellectual class
1905, the Partition of Bengal, the surge of the
Independence movement
1917, Gandhi, Ambedkar the National stream of
the Freedom Movement
1942, Quit India Movement
Liberation context of Revolutionary Nationalism
Meanwhile, 1936 brought about a different
meaning to the world of literature when the
economically oppressed and socially exploited
sections became the focal point of literature.

Indian Literature, Press and Journalism in
1873





What were the Rules and Acts that affected India after 1857, especially after 1873, whose resonance is perceptible
in the world of literature and journalism and against which the consciousness of an intellectual nationalism in
Hindi and Bengali-speaking society of North India.
Among them, two Acts made in 1858 are important:
one, the Press Act, and the other, the Arms Act.
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Impact of Press Act and Arms Act





The Press Act and Arms Act had serious repression from 1878 to 1947, many works, magazines, and books were
banned by the British Raj, including Balkrishna Bhatt‟s Hindi Pradeep, Premchand‟s Desher Katha, etc.
The deep consciousness of resistance against the British Raj can be seen in these works.
The biggest role of these works was creating a sense of discontent among the public against the British Raj.
The Hindi writer Bhartendu Harishchandra played a big role in this.

Rise of the Congress and Emergence of New Intellectuals






One reason for development of a particular stream of Indian nationalism by poets like Mahesh Narayan or writers
like Bhartendu Harishchandra, Balkrishna Bhatt, Pratap Narayan Mishra, etc., was the English education along
with the formation of the Congress in 1885.
As a countermeasure, it gradually developed a deep affection in Indians for the motherland and the native
language.
It was because of the Congress, that the Indian intellectual class also got a space, the effect of which was that after
receiving the English education.
Simultaneously, the Dalit renaissance also emerged in Maharashtra because of Savitribai Phule and Jyotiba
Phule.

Partition of Bengal and Surge of the Independence Movement







The work of Rabindranath Tagore after the Bengal partition in 1905 deeply affected the entire world, including
India.
The song composed by Tagore in Gitanjali alludes to Indian nationalism which can be called a peasant-centered
cultural nationalism.
It expresses the pain of the agrarian society of being separated from the land that introduces us to a new form of
nationalism.
It is the narrative of the Indian Independence Movement that the masses created with peasant nationalism.
Among the nationalist leaders, Gandhi was the first to identify it.
As a result, eminent leaders like Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, etc., joined the movement after
1905 and infused a new consciousness towards the nation, which gained immense strength after Gandhi's entry in
1917.

Gandhian Influence




After the First World War, Gandhi went to Champaran in 1917 as soon as he returned from Africa and met the
indigo farmers.
The impact of Gandhi‟s travels on rural society across India was profound.
He motivated farmers to join non-violent movements and be an ally in building a free and fearless nation.

Quit India Movement, Liberation Context of Revolutionary Nationalism








The famous historian Shahid Amin in his article on Chauri Chaura entitled Smriti aur itthas: Chauri Chaura, 19221992, points out that at times the people or farmers wanted to see Gandhi as a fighter who should not only be a
coordinator but also take up arms when the situation demands and confront the enemies.
Such hints are also found in some folk poems.
Gandhi had attacked the British as chief of the army of twenty thousand soldiers created a distinct form of mass
nationalism.
The character of Indian nationalism seen between 1857 and 1947 points toward the nationalism of the common
people, in which there is nothing other than the nation‟s liberation at the centre.
The character of Indian nationalism seen between 1857 and 1947 points toward the nationalism of the common
people, in which there is nothing other than the nation's liberation at the centre.
The writings in Hindi literature or folk memories also focus on political emancipation and correspondingly raise
the question of social emancipation with aplomb, in which the issue of women and Dalit emancipation comes up
prominently.
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LIVELIHOOD PROMOTION FOR WOMEN UNDER DAY-NRLM

GS Syllabus Covered
GS–II: Development processes and the development industry —the role of NGOs, SHGs, various groups and
associations, donors, charities, institutional and other stakeholders.
GS–II: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and the performance of
these schemes; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these
vulnerable sections.

Introduction



Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihood Mission (DAY-NRLM) is one of the self-employment
programmes of the Government of India.
It seeks to organize about 10 crore households into Self Help Groups (SHGs) and link them to sustainable
livelihood opportunities by building their skills and making available financial, technical, and marketing
resources at a grassroots level.

Focus of the mission






In order to achieve its objectives, the Mission focuses
on four core areas namely:
o Social
mobilization
and
promotion
of
sustainable community institutions of the rural
poor
o Financial inclusion of the poor
o Sustainable livelihoods
o Social inclusion, development, and convergence
DAY-NRLM has been designed to overcome the
deficiencies of the Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar
Yojana (SGSY), which was launched in 1999.
NRLM has been implemented in a mission mode
across the country from 3 June 2011, which was
further restructured in May 2013, and in December
2015, it was renamed DAY-NRLM.

Main Features of the DAY-NRLM
1.



2.



Universal Social Mobilization: At least one-woman
members from each poor rural household needs to be
brought into the SHG network.
Poor households would be identified through a participatory process and approved by the Panchayati Raj
Institutions.
Implementation by the Poor: The poor are the cornerstone of the entire strategy of overcoming poverty with their
participation in different activities. One of the important aspects of the DAY-NRLM is that those women who
came out from the labyrinth of poverty and invisibility would help others in their ventures.
3. Convergence of NRLM with Various Programmes and Panchayats: Convergence of NRLM with other
programmes of the Ministry of Rural Development, other central ministries and programmes of state
governments is another important feature of the programme. Through convergence, synergies among different
programmes of the ministries and the institutions of the poor are established for optimizing the efforts.
Panchayats are also regular forums of consultations with Community-Based Institutions for the betterment of the
villages like preparation and implementation of Gram Panchayat Development Plan, etc.
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4.

5.

Exit Strategy: The Mission has adopted an exit strategy from various processes after achieving its objectives. It is
assumed that after a decade of implementation of Mission in a Block, women SHG federations would be strong
enough to shoulder responsibilities of managing their affairs without external support.
Promotion of SHG Federations: DAY-NRLM as a strategy of its institutional development, deepening
governance, achieving transparent financial management, and maintaining accountability envisaged in forming
federations at village level known as Village Organisation (VO), cluster of villages level federation known as
cluster federation (CF) and blocks level federation known as block federation (BQs).

Main Components and Sub-Schemes of DAY-NRLM
1.



2.




Institution Building and Capacity Building: Building institutions for the poor and capacity building through
training is a vital component of the DAY-NRLM to enable the poor to overcome poverty through access to
financial, technical, and marketing resources.
Intensive and regular training and capacity building are also carried out of these institutions and their members
regularly. Under the Mission, these institutions are also provided multiple funds such as Revolving Fund (Rs.
10,000 to Rs. 15,000), Community Investment Fund (CIF), etc to strengthen their financial base and help them
enhance their existing funds.
Financial Inclusion: For Financial inclusion, each SHG is to be linked to banks to access all financial services
including loans.
Financial services are also provided in remote areas with the help of a woman belonging to an SHG acting as
Banking Correspondent Sakhi with the assistance of banks and Common Service Centres.
Interest Subvention: SHG members are eligible for receiving interest subvention equal to the difference between
the borrowing rate of interest and 7 percent.
An additional interest subvention of 3 percent is also available on prompt repayment of loan, reducing the
effective interest rate to 4 percent.

Livelihoods Promotion
Farm and Non-Farm Livelihoods

Farm livelihoods are promoted by sustainable agriculture, livestock, and National Timber Forests Products
(NTFPs) through Mahila Kisan Sashaktikaran Programme and State-led Livelihoods Annual Action Plans.

The Non-Farm Livelihoods have been promoted through the sub-schemes:
A. Mahila Kisan Sashaktikaran Pariyojana (MKSP): It was launched with the objective to empower women in
agriculture and NTFP by making systematic investments to enhance their participation and productivity in
agriculture-based livelihoods and building the capacity around sustainable harvesting and post-harvesting
techniques for NTFPs.

It also aims at ensuring nutrition for the poorest of the poor by securing and strengthening their primary
livelihood basket.
B. Start-up Village Entrepreneurship Programme (SVEP): SVEP supports entrepreneurs to set up small businesses
in rural areas.

It is for promoting knowledge about business feasibility, management, and to provide access to credit for startups as well as to scale up the existing enterprises.
C. Aajeevika Grameen Express Yojana (AGEY): AGEY is a programme to provide safe, affordable, and community
monitored transport services to rural areas.

The vehicles are owned and operated by members of SHG networks and operated in regions which are not served
by regular transport Services.
D. National Rural Economic Transformation Project (NRETP): This program has successfully been establishing
DAY-NRLM's "proof-of- concept" in 13 high poverty states through helping the State Rural Livelihood Missions.
E. Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (RSETIs): RSETls are established in each district of the country in
collaboration with the banks and the state governments to provide short term residential training with long
handholding support to the youth. Some

RSETIs also offer off-site training to the youth.

The post-training support mechanisms include interactive web portal, call centres, network of business
counselling centres and alumni conventions.
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Implementation Strategy




DAY-NRLM is being implemented in all the 28 States and 6 Union Territories (except Delhi and Chandigarh) of
the country.
In order to implement the Mission effectively, State Rural Livelihoods Missions have been established as special
purpose vehicles.
Dedicated teams at state, district and block levels known as State Mission Management Unit (SMMU), District
Mission Management Unit (DMMU), and Block Mission Management Unit (BMMU) respectively have been
established in which multi-disciplinary professional teams are engaged at each level.

Challenges before DAY-NRLM






DAY-NRLM has been functioning in the mode of ‘for the poor, of the poor and by the poor’. It is a demand
driven programme, which needs to focus more on social mobilisation.
The mission requires trained human resources to build up the capacity of poor women in taking various activities
at their levels.
Due to delay in the disbursement of funds from the State Treasury to the State Rural Livelihoods Mission
(SRLM) accounts, various desired activities are adversely affected.
The frequent transfer of the SRLM Directors also adversely affects the progress of the Mission.
Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (RSETI) may not consider itself as another cog in the wheel. It
should identify beneficiaries with due care and apply proper methods. The entire cycle from training, lending,
handholding, etc. must be done carefully and systematically.

Conclusion




The DAY-NRLM has been trying its best to unleash oppressed, depressed and suppressed energies of women by
way of enabling them to take up micro enterprises individually and collectively.
The assessments of the functioning of the Mission show that income levels of those who are engaged in the
Mission have increased more than that of people not covered under it.
However, there are some challenges before the Mission which need to be taken care of for better outcomes in
future.

02

CHANGING FACE OF RURAL INDUSTRIES

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – II: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their
design and implementation.
GS – III: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, growth, development and
employment.

Background





Agriculture and the allied sectors have been integral and instrumental to the process of rural development and
Industries.
Agriculture sector contributes around 55% of GDP in 1950-51.
Gradually the contribution of agriculture to the GDP started to fall and reached the point of 18.4 percent in 20192020.
The latest Periodic Labour Force Survey (PLFS) report shows a sharp increase in employment in agriculture from
42.5% of the total employment in 2018-19 to 45.6% in 2019-20.

History of Rural Industrialization


Rural Industrialization has been the high priority area for the policy makers since Independence. The focus has
been on small industries as they were considered instruments to facilitate the transition from traditional and
labour-intensive agrarian economy to an industrialized economy with the potential for equitable distribution of
national income.
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This inclination can be seen right from the Industrial Policy Resolution 1948, it maintained that Cottage and
small-scale industries have a very important role in the national economy.
The 1956 Industrial Policy Resolution could be seen as a milestone in the development of agro and rural
industries.
The Parliament had declared the socialistic pattern of society as its social and economic policy through a
resolution in 1954.
The then Planning Commission of India came up with a ‘Report of the Village and Small-Scale Industries
(Second Five-Year Plan) Committee‟, popularly known as the Karve Committee Report in the year 1955.

Five-Year Plan focus








The Third Five-Year Plan focused on positive forms of assistance such as improvement of skill, supply of
technical advice, better equipment and credit, to progressively reduce the role of subsidies, sales rebates, and
sheltered markets.
The Fourth-Year Plan focused on providing a combination of incentives and disincentives for securing
decentralization and dispersal of small industries.
It allowed for advancing loans to the State Cooperative Banks for financing 22 broad groups of small industries
including coir, sericulture, handicrafts, tanning and flaying, leather goods, hand pounding of paddy and cereals,
oil crushing, and general engineering.
Two decades after the last IPR, the new IPR of 1977 was promulgated.
It maintained that “The emphasis on industrial policy so far has been mainly on large industries, neglecting
cottage industries completely, relegating small! industries to a minor role.

SIDBI and MSME





Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) was established in 1990 to ensure both adequate and
timely flow of credit facilities for the small-scale industries.
Comprehensive Policy Package for small scale and tiny sector, 2000 and the Industrial Policy Packages for small
scale industries, 2001-02 continued to increase investment limits, support credit inflow and marketing efforts for
small-scale industries.
However, the monumental shift has been the Micro, Small and Medium enterprises Development (MSMED)
Act of 2006.

Government measure


1.

2.

3.

4.


The Government is implementing the following schemes for bringing the rural industries under the ambit of the
'Make in India' programme.
Prime Minister‟s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP): It is a credit linked subsidy scheme, for setting
up of new microenterprises and to generate employment opportunities in rural as well as urban areas of the
country through Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), State Khadi and Village Industries Board
(KVIB) and District Industries Centres (DIC).
Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI): This scheme was launched in 2005-06 for
making Traditional Industries more productive and competitive by organizing the traditional industries and
artisans into clusters.
A Scheme for Promoting Innovation, Rural Industry and Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE): ASPIRE was launched in
2015 to promote Innovation and Rural Entrepreneurship through rural Livelihood Business Incubator (LBI),
Technology Business Incubator (TBI) and Fund of Funds for start-up creation in the agro based industry.
Stand Up India: This scheme is meant to provide composite loans between Rs. 10 lakhs to Rs. 100 lakhs for setting
up Greenfield enterprises in non-farm sector by SC/ST and women entrepreneurs.
The recent technological disruptions and the start-up revolution have led to innovative agro-tech businesses and a
series of rural entrepreneurial ventures in the digital service economy.

Digital Service Economy



Another disruption which is changing the rural employment landscape is the IT/ITES industry penetration in the
rural areas.
Under the Digital India Programme, the Ministry of Electronics and IT notified the “India BPO Promotion
Scheme (IBPS)”.
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The IBPS scheme is based on a Public Private Partnership Model with viability gap funding being provided by the
government.

Implications for the Education Sector




The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 has laid a lot of focus on building foundational literacy and numeracy
skills among children. Accordingly, the Government of India has launched the NIPUN Bharat scheme to attain
foundational literacy and numeracy for children by 2026-27 in a mission mode.
The NEP 2020 has laid equal emphasis on imparting digital skills, vocational training and entrepreneurial training
both at the school level and university level and has considered these activities as an integral part of the
curriculum.

Conclusion



The Rural Economy has been a major contributor to the Gross Domestic Product of the country. Sectors like
agriculture have been a major force in the economy.
The Government of India has nurtured entrepreneurial abilities among our youth which now shows results in the
form of several unicorns including from rural areas.

03

EXPORT POTENTIAL OF RURAL INDUSTRIES

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – II: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their
design and implementation.
GS – III: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.

Introduction





Rural industry plays a vital role in the Indian economy.
Agriculture is the primary source of livelihood, but in the changing rural landscape the contribution of rural
industries is gaining momentum.
Rural industries use the locally available resources, local manpower, and rural-supported technology.
Rural industries mainly consist of agro-based industries, forest-based industries, khadi and village industries,
mineral-based industries, etc.

Contribution of Rural Industries





The Rural industries not only create employment opportunities but also enhance standards of living in rural areas
because of its multiplier effects and extended externalities.
These industries include cottage industries, village industries, handloom industries, handicraft industries, coir
industries, textiles industries, cotton industries and other agro-based industries.
Considering the overall growth strategy of the nation where villages contribute a major share to GDP and there is
need to relook not only at production of goods and services for local consumption but also for export purposes.
Export potential of rural industries needs to be harnessed as it contributes to foreign exchange earnings, and also
helps in correcting deficits in balance of payments.

Khadi and Handicraft Industries





The main items exported under khadi are ready-made garments, textile-based handicrafts, charkha, silk and
muslin to US, Japan, UK, Canada and Middle East nations.
Handicrafts constitute an important segment of the decentralised/unorganized sector of the Indian economy.
Handicrafts have big potential as they hold the key for sustaining not only the existing set of millions of artisans,
but also for an increasingly large number of new entrants in the crafts activity.
Presently, the handicraft sector is contributing substantially towards employment generation and exports.
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Handloom Industries






The handloom sector is one of the largest unorganized economic activities and is an integral part of the rural and
semi-rural livelihood.
Handloom weaving constitutes one of the richest and most vibrant aspects of the Indian cultural heritage, and
provides direct and indirect employment.
The sector has the advantage of being less capital intensive, eco-friendly, has flexibility of small production,
openness to innovations and adaptability to market requirements, requires minimal use of power, and has great
export potential.
Handloom Export Promotion Council participates in various international fairs with the member handloom
exporters to sell their handloom products in the international markets.

PM-Mega Integrated Textile Region and Apparel Parks (PM-MITRA)









The Ministry of Textiles has launched PM Mega Integrated
Textile Region and Apparel Parks (MITRAs) Scheme in
October 2021 to strengthen the Indian textile industry by way
of enabling scale of operations, reducing logistics cost by
housing the entire value chain at one location, attract
investment, generate employment and augment export
potential.
The scheme will develop an integrated large-scale and
modern industrial infrastructure facility for total value-chain
of the textile industry for example, spinning, weaving,
processing, garmenting, textile manufacturing, and processing
and printing, etc.
The scheme envisages leveraging the PPP model for fastpaced implementation in a time-bound manner.
The Government of India plans to set up 7 PM-MITRA Parks
in Greenfield/Brownfield sites in partnership with the
willing state governments.
The scheme would lead to creation of a modern, integrated
large scale, world class industrial infrastructure including
plug and play facilities.

Coir Industries




Coir industry is a rural based agro-industry which has great potential for export. The States like Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Odisha have a large potential in coconut products including coir.
This industry employs more than 75 percent women and produces a wide range of coir products.
The immense opportunities in this industry need to be leveraged to avail the benefits and hence the role and
importance of rural industries are very critical.

Export Potential of Rural Industries






The role and significance of export in the economic growth process is known as the ‘export led growth
hypothesis’
This entails promotion of export in the global economy and acquiring foreign exchange reserves and helps in
importing high-tech technology and services with greater multiplier effects.
In addition, it also provides a big push to skilled labour and use of advanced technology.
Linking the production of these sectors to the export market is the best way to stimulate the rural economy and
thereby facilitating connection with the agriculture market and open-up employment opportunities.
India’s agriculture policy and related initiatives facilitate the path for ‘farmer-oriented strategy’ in attainment of
food security and to become the leading agro-based exporter in the world.

Export Preparedness Index and Rural Industries



Export is considered as one of the major drivers of economic growth.
It not only pushes innovation but also helps in attaining the vision of Atma Nirbhar Bharat.
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India’s Export Preparedness Index (EPI) 2021 ranks all the states and union territories (UTs) of our country on the
basis of their export readiness and performance.
It provides a basic regulatory framework for export competitiveness and briefs about the strengths and critical
challenges/issues based on four parameters and standards:
o Policy
o Business ecosystem
o Export ecosystem
o Export performance

Way Forward







Rural industries face inherent challenges like inadequate advertisement and publicity, lack of suitable
infrastructure and digital platform, high cost of raw materials, tariff and non-tariff issues, high transport and
freight rate, and export credit issues, etc.
In spite of the same, rural industries are progressing steadily over the years.
Main areas of improvement to make the rural industries export-friendly and sustainable are: skill-building and
training, technology upgradation, innovation, ease of access to credit, cluster development programme, marketing
and digital presence, etc.
The government has initiated a lot of measures and the support/promotion programmes for the development of
rural industries.

04

RURAL INDUSTRIES, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INFRASTRUCTURE

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – II: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their
design and implementation.
GS – III: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, growth, development and
employment.

Background




The Prime Minister during the ‘Udyami Bharat’ programme had stressed on how economic development,
especially in the aftermath of the pandemic, can be achieved through an industrialization drive covering
entrepreneurship, creation of an enabling environment for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs),
employment generation and boosting exports.
It is evident that in the recent past, the Government’s endeavor to resurrect the economy has inter alia indeed
been through the four „Es‟, viz. entrepreneurship, enabling environment, employment and exports.

1. Industry and Entrepreneurship

After agriculture, it is the MSME sector which employs the largest number of people.

An estimate of a government survey released in 2017, indicates that approximately 11.13 crore people are
employed in non-agricultural unincorporated enterprises, of which 45 percent are in rural areas.

A large number of announcements have been made in the past two years to benefit smaller entrepreneurs which
included:
o Revision in the definition of MSMEs
o Launch of new schemes
o Tweaking of existing ones spanning across entrepreneurship development
o Providing access to credit
o Market and lodging grievances
o Strengthening procurement and marketing
o Shielding the smallest of enterprises from competition from global giants
o Skill and technological upgradation
o Promoting inclusive growth
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1. 1 New scheme by government

Some new schemes have been launched to address issues such as access to credit, strengthening institutional
governance, access to markets, promoting innovation, etc.

The Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS), which now has an expanded guarantee cover of Rs. 5
lakh crores, was launched in 2020.

During the current financial year, Raising and Accelerating MSME Performance (RAMP) programme and the
programme on Capacity Building Scheme for First Time Exporters (CBFTE) have been launched with distinct
objectives.

In June, 2022, Going Online As Leaders (GOAL) 2.0 programme was launched with the aim of digitally
upskilling 10 lakh youth by promoting entrepreneurship amongst tribal communities and opening up
opportunities for them using digital technology.
2. Infrastructure

The introduction of the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme which aims at helping in scaling up of
industries and emphasizing on physical and digital infrastructure has been a concrete step in ensuring the
momentum in the economic recovery.

Further, recent announcements such as construction of a new greenfield airport in Rajkot, decongesting cities like
Bengaluru with strengthened network of rail, road, metro, underpass and flyovers addresses typical issues faced
in growing and upcoming industrial hubs by aiming at cutting down on time and cost related to logistics.
2.1 PM Gati Shakti approach

The PM Gati Shakti approach announced in Budget 2022-23
envisages seven engines, viz, roads, railways, airports,
ports, mass transport, waterways and logistics
infrastructure, fuelled by energy transmission, IT
communication, bulk water and sewerage, social
infrastructure, clean energy and efforts of the central and
State governments and also the private sector.

The sectors mentioned in PM Gati Shakti are allencompassing and promise to provide entrepreneurial
opportunities.
3. Employment

The total workforce of the country is estimated to be around
47 crores, of which 81 percent are in the unorganized sector.

There is no denying that the pandemic, lockdowns and the
closure of economic activities had a huge adverse impact on
employment.

The Unemployment Rates in urban areas has decreased for
both men and women from the first quarter of 2021 to the
second, as per the Periodic Labour Force Survey Quarterly
Reports.

The government measure to proposed integration of the
Udyam registration portal with the portals of e-shram,
National Career Service (NCS) and Atma Nirbhar Skilled Employee Employer Mapping (ASEEM), more so
because the two cornerstones of the Udyam are ITR and GSTN databases.

The Ministries of Heavy Industries and Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE) have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) which will impart the much-needed skill development training in the
capital goods sector.
4. Exports

An indicator that the economy is returning to the growth trajectory is the expanding level of exports. With global
demand being restored, in 2021-22, exports were 113 percent of their 2019- 20 level.

The main drivers of growth in exports are engineering goods, petroleum products, electronic goods, etc.

Way Ahead


Moving with the demand of the post-pandemic world, the reliance on digital interventions needs to be enhanced.
For this, access to the digital world needs to be ensured too.
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A concerted effort is required to achieve these targets and ensure inclusive growth and to ascertain that the
announcements made in the Atma Nirbhar package and the follow-ups thereafter do indeed succeed in making
entrepreneurs self-reliant and ensure economic development through industrial growth.

05

ROADMAP FOR RURAL INDUSTRIALIZATION

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – III: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization, of resources, growth, development and
employment.
GS – III: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.

Introduction





Rural Industrialization means encouraging location of large- and small-scale units away from urban areas or
planned shifting of units from urban areas to rural areas.
COVID-19 induced pandemic has thrown up several socio-economic challenges for India, the most critical being
how to revive the economy.
India has an estimated 497 million workers, of which about 94 percent work in the unorganized sector.
Rural industrialization is important not only for its contribution to GDP but also for its stellar performance in
exports.

Advantages of rural industrialization


The major advantages of rural industrialization are as follows:
o Small and cottage industries require low capital investment
o Rural industries can take more advantage of local resources
o Transaction costs can be avoided by catering to local demand
o Employment generation

Approach towards rural industrialization


The three-way approach which may help in increasing the rural industrialization are:
o Agriculture diversification by exploring the opportunities by farming completely a new range of grains, fruits
or vegetables
o Establish agro-food processing units or related units like beverages production and many others
o Non-farm product business establishment by promoting local rural artisan work.

Government initiatives
1. The Scheme of Funds for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI)

This Scheme launched by the Ministry of MSME in 2005 aims at ensuring that the various traditional clusters of
industries like bamboo, honey, Khadi spread throughout the country, especially in rural India.

The core objective of the scheme is to provide economically sustained employment to the industry workers,
local business heads, and rural artisans.

lt targets at advancing and enhancing the market value and advertising value of products provided by local
clusters.
2. A Scheme for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industries and Entrepreneurship (ASPIRE)

This is another initiative to set up incubation centers and a network of technology centers for enhancing
entrepreneurship across India.

The main objectives of the scheme are:
o Creation of jobs and reducing unemployment
o Grassroots level economic development
o Promoting entrepreneurship culture in India
o Facilitating innovative business solutions for meeting the social needs of the people
o Promoting innovation for further strengthening the competitiveness in the MSME sector
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3. Prime Minister‟s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)

PMEGP is credit linked subsidy scheme launched by merging two schemes namely Prime Minister's Rozgar
Yojana and Rural Employment Generation Programme for generating employment opportunities by establishing
micro-enterprises in urban and rural areas.

The programme is being implemented by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) at the national
level, through banks, District Industries Centres (DICs), State KVIC Directorates, and State Khadi and Village
Industries Boards (KVIBs) at the state level.

Individuals above the age of 18 years, Self Help Groups, cooperative level societies involved in the production,
and institutions that are registered under the Societies Registration Act of 1860 are eligible for benefits under this
programme.
4. Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana

Micro Units development and Refinance
Agency Ltd (MUDRA) provides refinance
support to Banks /MFlIs for lending to
micro units having loan requirement upto
10 lakhs.
5. Credit Guarantee Scheme for Micro and
Small Enterprises (CGTMSE)

This scheme aimed at reviving rural
industries and entrepreneurship.

It facilitates credit to MSME units through
collateral-free credit facilities extended by
eligible lending institutions to new and
existing micro and small enterprises.

The scheme provides collateral-free loans
up to a limit of Rs. 200 lakhs for individual
MSMEs on payment of a guarantee fee to the bank by them.

In the Union Budget of 2022-23 MSMEs sector was allocated an Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme
(ECLGS) of Rs. 50,000 crores.

Way forward






To accomplish the goal of the USD 5 trillion economy as well as Atma Nirbhar Bharat by 2025, rural revitalization
requires a transformative approach that envisions making rural areas a better place to live and work.
Growth in rural areas should be driven by agro-based industrialization, which may gradually shift to the nonfarm sector.
A strong linkage between farm and non-farm sectors needs to be developed for augmenting income and creating
jobs in rural areas.
The role of MSMEs will be very critical in developing rural industrialization. Their share in national gross value
added is about 32 percent. They provide employment to about 111 million workers.
New market opportunities created by growing urban areas and new technologies will promote local, regional and
global value chains.
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06

AGRIBUSINESS AND RURAL INDUSTRIES

GS Syllabus Covered
GS – II: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their
design and implementation.
GS – III: Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices; Public Distribution
System objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues of buffer stocks and food security; Technology
missions; economics of animal-rearing.

Introduction






Agriculture plays a significant role in securing food and livelihood in developing countries like India.
Though agriculture and allied contributed around 20.2 percent as the percentage share of gross value addition of
agriculture and allied sector.
Agriculture provides 41.49 percent of total employment in India.
Post pandemic in 2020-2021, the situation has changed due to the reverse migration to rural areas and more
people are expected to become part of the agricultural sector.
Agribusiness can play a major role in sustaining food production and improving agricultural practices across the
world to ensure an abundance of food supply.

Agribusiness: The Concept









The term “agribusiness” first appeared in
Davis and Goldbergs‟ (1957) seminal book
titled “A concept of Agribusiness”.
Agribusiness refers to agricultural and allied
businesses,
is
argued
to
include
manufacturing,
distribution,
storage,
processing, marketing, transportation, and
distribution of its allied products.
It encompasses all the economic activities
related to agriculture and its allied sector.
Thus, it can be grouped into three aggregates:
(a) farm supply, (b) farm production, and (c)
processing distribution.
It leads to the increase in the efficiency and
productivity of the farm sector.

Sectors of Agribusiness
The sectors of agribusiness have been
categorized into input sector, production
sector, processing and value addition,
marketing and sales, and the support sector.
1. Input Sector

The input sector of the agribusiness industry deals with the provision of inputs to make agricultural production
safe, secure, and profitable.

In agriculture, the inputs are either biological or chemical or inorganic compounds used in the production of
agricultural and allied products.

The range of inputs includes bio-control agents to animal or poultry feed. The production and distribution of
these agricultural inputs create agribusiness opportunities.

The input sector in agribusiness has the potential to give impetus to rural industry initiatives and employ a large
number of people in the production process.
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2. The Production Sector

The production sector of agribusiness mainly deals with the production of crops, rearing the animals for
consumption, or serving as raw materials to produce secondary products.

In the production sector, the inputs available in input sectors get invested in producing safe, secure, and
profitable output.
3. Processing and Value Addition

The processing sector deals with refining and transforming the agricultural products available in the production
sector with suitable technology to add value to the product, which facilitates easy consumption of the end
consumer.

The agro and food processing industry in India has utmost significance in terms of employment and income
generation, poverty alleviation, export promotion, and foreign exchange earnings.
4. Marketing and Sales

This sector of agribusiness does not only make agricultural products available to those that need them but also
sells agricultural inputs like seeds and fertilizers to those in the production sector of agribusiness.

The marketing sector of agribusiness consists of wholesalers and retail companies that trade agricultural inputs
and outputs.
5. The Support Sector

The support sector of agribusiness provides support to all other sectors in the farm of human capital
development, knowledge development, training, providing — financial support, and sensitisation of individuals
in the agribusiness industry.

The support sector consists of organizations and firms that provide the technical know-how for advanced
farming, provide education and training for agribusiness workers, provide loans, insurance and aid and other
financial assistance to agribusiness firms as well as provide moral support to companies in the agribusiness
industry.

Enabling the Business of Agriculture







With the backdrop of an increasing world population, which is estimated to be more than nine billion in 2050,
(The World Bank, 2017) and increasing demand for food in the future.
The sustainable development of agriculture is one of the most significant tools to meet the challenge of rising food
demand, which would be estimated to increase by at least 20 percent globally by 2032.
The World Bank Report on Enabling the Business of Agriculture, 2019 pointed out several aspects of the
business of agriculture worldwide.
Good quality seeds and fertilizer were found to be the primary concerns and requirements for farming.
The report also pointed out that one of the key obstacles the farmers of the developing countries face is the lack of
collateral for credit to invest in production.
In developing countries, the agricultural sector is experiencing a transformation. This process is characterized by
improvements in productivity, a shift away from staple crops, and a greater degree of commercialisation.

Government Initiatives
1.

2.



3.



Agri-tech start-ups: The Union Budget 2022- 2023 has laid a plan to promote agri-tech start-ups focusing on
diverse aspects of agriculture. In this initiative, the NABARD shall support establishing Start-ups and rural
enterprises.
Inflow of investment: The Union Budget 2022-2023 plans for the inflow of investment in agriculture, agrilogistics, Agri services, and dissemination of knowledge of farm-based activities are expected to address multiple
logistic issues like transportation of agricultural products or reduce problems in the supply chain through a more
liberalized approach.
The Government of India is committed to promoting agribusiness in India. A large number of new initiatives and
collaborations have been taken to boost the sector.
Global collaborations: Recently, The Government of India and the Asian Development Bank signed a USD 100
million loan to promote agribusiness networks to boost farm incomes and reduce food losses in the state of
Maharashtra (Press Information Bureau, 2021).
In February 2022 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between India and Singapore, which is expected
to give a huge impetus in the agribusiness area.
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